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Editor’s Briefs
by John Shields
Camping gear stowed in one large Helen Two Wheels bag including
cooking and coffee stuff with comfort items, personal hygiene, water,
shoes, riding gear, clothes for a week-plus and stuff for the bike and all
the miscellany riding in the sidebags, expanded to max, of course -owning a GS means bringing too much stuff, cool crap to be sure, but oh
it do pile on ‘til you look like a person fleeing with all their worldly
goods jingling around behind. Once you arrive it’s expected you’ll stand
up tall on your bike and cruise slowly through the camping area and gaze
over your
dominion.
Very
important,
that. I
don’t
know
why.
The RA
rally was,
as usual, a
very
mixed
affair that

nevertheless
was great fun as well as triumph over slight adversity. Yea the camping
field was a little rough, especially after a friend whispered to me “I saw a
recluse spider try to enter my tent, you know their bite can rot your
flesh?” Kept a wary eye after that..but still we laughed and posed for
pictures and had a great time and shared our food and water, it was
woodstocky, man. As usual our southern neighbors were gracious and
friendly, except for two lounging gas station dudes who told me to
refrain from introducing myself as “hi, I’m a yankee.” I gave ‘em
homemade cookies (from a friend in WV) and peace was restored then
and there. Oh, gas prices in VA? $3.19 per gallon.

Yea, yea, yea, what about the riding? Well, at the very end of the trip I
almost couldn’t bear to see another damn corner. Oh sure, it started out
wheee, here’s another decreasing radius banked uphill right-hander
followed by that gorgeous corkscrew left, and on and on until you topped
some stunning rise, the bike getting light and you peer over the edge of
that thousand foot drop and pray your line is good. Yea there was plenty
of that alright. I began to long for the occasional straightaway to rest my
arms and shake my wrists though and when the last day arrived -- and I’d
led poor Brent on his abundantly packed R12GS into the wilds of the
Delaware Water Gap searching for a campground (“have you ever seen
so many deer?”) well, the thought of the old straight highway became
irresistible and we heard it’s siren call. And darn if it wasn’t great, going
straight, for awhile to get home.
Looking for an old fashioned adventure trip of a movie that also happens
to be a real hoot? Check out Cycles South on Netflix or online...this blurb
doesn’t begin to describe it...”This 1971 travelogue from filmmaker Don
Marshall follows three pals who fuel up their motorcycles in Denver and
hit the great highway for the adventure of a lifetime -- a road trip that
takes them all the way to Panama. They don't have much cash, but these
nomadic spirits still manage to get their thrills while skiing, scuba diving
and watching bullfights (and a visit to a pg13 house of ill repute ala Easy
Rider) as they make their way from the States to Central America.” Be
transported back to yesteryear.

Secretary’s Report
by Bruce Ferguson
June Meeting Minutes
Bear with me a second, these opening remarks are not part of the
minutes: I need to make my alibis so you will understand why my
minutes are, well brief. First alibi, I had not planned to attend the June
breakfast. I had planned on being at Airheads at the Aerodrome. If you
have been to that event, you will understand why I had chosen it over my
beloved monthly breakfast meeting with you all. If you haven’t been to
that event, it is highly recommended that you include it in your plans for
2014. MOA Ambassador Mike Friedle and his charming wife organize
this amazing campout with an excellent Saturday night buffet dinner. It is
not to be missed.
By now, you are no doubt asking yourself why I would have cancelled
out of so great an event? Number one granddaughter’s dance recital,
Saturday at 11:00 am. All you grandparents out there will instantly
perceive my non-choice. For everyone else, If I have to explain, you
wouldn’t understand.
Since I hadn’t been planning on attending the meeting, I had not
remembered that it was going to be in a new location. Since I had
forgotten about the new location, I didn’t have a clue how to get there.
The good news: I was the first one in the parking lot at the Willow Brook
Restaurant in Mendon, MA.
As I was standing next to my trusty steed and wondering how fast I must
have been riding to be the first one into the parking lot, a rider on a
BMW F Series went ripping past, beeping his horn and pointing down
the road. Sunlight dawned on Marblehead and I quickly began REATGATTNG while trying to figure out if I had a chance of finding the
place. Fortunately, my guy doubled back and picked me up just as I was
about to go wandering aimlessly out of the parking lot looking for
Nancy’s beautiful new restaurant, The Quaker Tavern, Route 146A in
Uxbridge.
Second alibi, I had no idea I would be tasked in the eleventh hour to act
as scribe at the meeting and my only note taking material was a 3x5 card
I keep in my pocket for my one year old granddaughter to “find” and
borrow from said pocket.

Finally, despite the copious notes I
squeezed onto the card, I managed to
send it, along with my shirt, through
the laundry with pretty much the
results you would expect. The
following are the highly sanitized
notes from the meeting:
The meeting was well worth finding.
Nancy’s new restaurant is cozy and
charming She served 58 attendees a
bountiful breakfast buffet including
two kinds of scrambled eggs,
sausages, bacon, heavenly home
fries, French toast, English muffins,
and cut up fresh fruit. The weather
could not have been better.
Dave Harmacek reported that the MOA membership, despite its infinite
wisdom, never the less failed to elect him to the board.
The Damn Yankees Rally, August 2-4, is coming together nicely. The
Moto Guzzi Guys will not be joining us this year. As they explained it,
they found some of last year’s welcoming remarks, etc., less than
friendly, not convivial, and in fact down-right rude. They would rather be
by themselves than put up with such treatment again.
On a more positive note, we are aggressively deploying a beautiful full
color poster inviting all brands to join us at the beautiful Heath
Fairgrounds in Heath, MA. These posters, provided by Rally Chairman
Dana Lewis are being posted in numerous new locations where they are
expected to bring some exciting new campers to the rally.
Although the event starts on Friday, early campers will be welcome after
2:00 pm on Thursday for an additional camping fee of $5.00 payable to
the campground. Rally Fee: Pre-Reg $40 (by July14) $55 at the gate.
Children under 13, $15.00. Gold Card holders need to let Jim Sanders
know they will be attending by posting on the YB Forum or by snail
mail, or phone.
Saturday dinner will be the traditional chicken barbeque with all the
fixin’s done up just right by the Heath Volunteer Firefighters and their
families. Field events will be marshaled by Robert Blethen and Ken
Springhetti. Doug Morrison will be leading a dual sport ride.

Additional food service is still being worked out. We need a volunteer
who is a Certified Safe Food Handler (or whatever they’re called) in
order to serve food from the snack bar. If none is found, we will make do
with our giant stainless steel gas grill and some weekend BBQ warriors.
Dana announced that we would be adding a swap meet, so bring your old
farkles and see if you can convert them into cash.
While the lead up to Damn Yankees is pretty exciting, July will be a
relatively slow month, except for the roving breakfast which will be at
The Fairview Inn Restaurant, 133 Ocean St. Marshfield on July 21, 2013.
We have enjoyed the Fairview’s excellent food and ocean front ambience
for the past two years and this year should also be a great event.
August 17 – 19 we are looking forward to our second Lime Rockz Rally.
Because we haven’t been able to identify a suitable roving breakfast site
near Lime Rock, there will be no breakfast meeting in August.
New members Jeff and Melissa Ober came on their Beautiful Black
R60’s.

Lake Placid
by Victor Cruz
Lake Placid Offers Great Riding
Larry Freitas of Blackstone and a former Yankee Beemer treasurer, lost
the keys to his Givi side cases. It was looking to spoil the evening. After
riding 300 miles in a mixture of light rain and cool temps from home to
Lake Placid, New York, he was ready for a shower, a change of clothes,
and a drink.
Lake Placid is not at all on Lake Placid as you would expect, but on a
smaller body of water called Mirror Lake, and it allows no motor boats.
Site of two Winter Olympics, a town tailor-made for tourism is a bustling
town full of quaint inns, cafes, candy parlors, swag shops, retail stores, a
bookstore, a movie theater, a store that only sells hockey team shirts,

hotels and $33 entrees. Lots of shopping and eating can be done here. We
were there mid-week thereby avoiding the crowds.
But it’s all useless if you have no clothes to wear. Larry was thinking
he’d have to live and sleep in his Joe Rocket riding gear for the next
three days. The key had to be somewhere. “I’ll have to call a locksmith,”
he declared. “There’s no way a locksmith will have a blank for bike bags
made in Italy,” said Debbie Downer. “I’d be happy if they can just pick
the lock,” Larry replied. “Maybe we can get a car thief to pick the lock,”
said Chuck, the software engineer. “Someone will be able to get it open,”
said the optimist, a financial advisor whose job it is to sell mutual funds,
and who is preternaturally inclined to suffer from optimism. “Let me find
an axe,” said Chuck.
There is no shortage of great riding here. Take 86 north out of town, pass
men fly-fishing for trout. A highlight is the 5-mile (bumpy) summit road
up the 4,800+ foot White Face. Ten years ago the toll was $5, now the
toll is $10, but still worth the view. After parking, you walk unexpectedly
into a tunnel. The tunnel terminates at an elevator that takes you up 26

stories. Its operator, Burt, told us that 20,000 drill bits were used to carve
out the shaft.
There is an 8-mile stretch of twisty, state route 6, between Port Henry,
NY and I-87, which almost feeds directly into 73. This short stretch of
perfection is nearly worth riding the 300 miles from Boston to try it out.
It is as great a twisty as anything you’ll find anywhere else in the world.
Clean, blemish-free surface. No traffic. Plus the added bonus of direct
sunlight hitting it both morning and late afternoon. Advise you take 7
north from Ticonderoga. We met Bambi on that stretch.
And 73 is a real gem too. A road that takes you through a few canyons.
For those moments, you could be in California mountains. Route 73 is
the way to travel into Lake Placid. In June, Adirondack Park drops down
to the low 30s at night. (Larry was cold. He didn’t bring his Fall weather
gear. If he couldn’t get his bags to open, he’d freeze for sure.)
There are a lot of great roads in this area, with the added bonus that you
get to crisscross Vermont to get there. There is also a stopover at Fort
Ticonderoga, which offers a pre-Civil War history lesson, a wellappointed souvenir store, a few tour guides walking about in soiled,
period costume who will regale you with more detail than can be stuffed
into a powder horn, and a die-for view from a very decent cafeteria. Park
fee is $17, but your money goes to maintain this two-story stone-made
monument to French Canadians, the Mohawks, and Benedict Arnold.
The entire structure, even what you walk on, is hand built of quarried
stone. And many cannons. Some from Spain. George Washington got his
cannons delivered from here. A painting shows uniformed men and oxen
dragging cannons on sleds over snowy mountains. If you lived past the
age of 35 you were considered lucky.
The same way you feel when you narrowly miss being knocked over by
Bambi’s too well fed white tailed mommy. With all the pine woods,
rushing streams and abundant fresh water lakes, deer thrive. With that in
mind dogging you too much, it’s still an irresistible place worth a repeat
visit.To end this travelogue as it began, Larry did find his lost Givi keys.
A big relief. Where did he find them? They had fallen into his baseball
cap and were, I swear to you, sitting on top of his head.

Ardys Kellerman
by Bill Cusack
Small in stature but larger than us all. We have heard of the passing of
Ardys Kellerman a bit ago and it really brought a tear to my eye. I was
having lunch at a local place and I glanced at a notice on my phone and I
only had to read the first few words and I was filled with emotion, not
sure why. I had to get up and go outside to read the rest of the story and
my sadness increased as I learned how she passed. This is my story about
meeting Ardys.
Several years ago I met Ardys by chance in a non-motorcycle setting. I
was picking up some stuff at an auto parts store on RT1 in North
Attleboro. Just me and the counter guy in the store. Suddenly the door
opened and in walked this woman barely taller than the display shelves
and she was talking away as she entered. All I could see was her
silhouette against the windows. I looked up when the silence broke but I
figured she was after the counter guy. Soon I realized she was coming at
me and out of her mouth came a jumble of words like motorcycles,
BMW, oil heads, long distance riding and so on. I then put it together
that she saw my bike outside and she wanted to chat. At the time I had
ridden Beemers for many years but was only a casual member of the
MOA and I believe I was a very new YB or maybe still just lurking the
site. I had no idea who she was.
She went on and on about riding and bikes with some tall stories and
every time I responded with something to add to the conversation she
trumped me with more
knowledge and experience
and an even taller tale. She
was dropping names, none
of which I recognized
except for one member of
the YBs which I did pick
up on. We spoke for
maybe ten minutes in the
store and then we walked
outside and circled my
bike a few times and it was
clear to me she knew the
bike. The conversation
about her adventures went

on for a few more minutes. I was amused by her energy as she was
telling me her experiences but I think she knew I was skeptical about the
tallness of the tales and she asked I write down her name and check her
out. Certainly a name you don’t forget but I had trouble spelling it as I
wrote it down, I just sounded it out... Ar-dis?
No other motorcycle in sight but I noticed a white minivan nearby with a
woman driver and it was clear that is how Ardys got there. I walked her
to her waiting van and she introduced me to her daughter and as she
opened the door her daughter gave me a knowing nod, followed by “we
go through this all the time” and laughed. I just didn’t know what that
nod meant and you can guess what I was thinking. I rode home filled
with her enthusiasm and shared the story with my wife. I Goggled her
name which took me to the MOA site and there she was, bigger than life
and her tall tales were true. I continued to follow her adventures and saw
her several years later at the RA rally in Vermont. I walked up to reintroduce myself and before I could finish she blurted “yea, at the auto
parts store”…sharp as a tack! Of course since that time she hit the
million mile mark and made the cover of the MOA and was a top
participant of an activity that I love. As I said on our website, “we all
play the guitar but Ardys was a true rock star”. I feel blessed that she
took a few minutes out of her life to seek me out and share the value of
riding and bikes and all that we do.
Ride in peace Ardys Kellerman.

2013 Zero MMX
by MotorcycleDaily
As you might imagine, the extremely quiet nature of an electric
motorcycle (when compared to an ICE bike) has its benefits for military
use. Zero announced today that it has developed the MMX military
motorcycle exclusively for use by U.S. Special Operations Forces. In
addition to a unique dash, the MMX has other special features desired by
its military customer. Among others, the modular power packs can be
swapped in under one minute, and the bike remains operational in up to
one meter of water. Here is the full press release from Zero.
SANTA CRUZ, Calif., (May 7, 2013) – Zero Motorcycles, the global
leader in the electric motorcycle industry, today announced the arrival of
its all-new 2013 Zero MMX military motorcycle. The MMX was

developed exclusively for military use in the U.S. Special Operations
Forces (SOF) and provides Special Operations riders with unique tactical
advantages over traditional combustion motorcycles, as the electric
powertrain allows for rapid movement over hostile terrain in near silence
and minimal heat signature. Zero Motorcycles’ engineering team worked
under military contract to develop the motorcycle. The MMX has met the
most stringent standards set forth by the U.S. military, as an undisclosed
number of MMX motorcycles are currently undergoing full operational

testing.
“It was a very rewarding experience for the Zero team to go through such
an exacting development process. The military needed a very specific set
of core features on the MMX, and we were incredibly thankful to work
side-by-side with them to deliver such a unique product,” said Abe
Askenazi, Chief Technology Officer for Zero Motorcycles. “The great
news for our civilian customers is that we made the decision to
incorporate into our 2013 MX, FX and XU retail motorcycles virtually
all of the powertrain enhancements associated with satisfying this
project’s stringent military requirements. Our 2013 product is truly
‘military grade’!”
2013 Zero MMX Military Motorcycle – Key Features
•
Specialized military dash for quick and centralized mainline
controls
•
Keyless ignition engaged with dash toggle for quicker departure
•
Modular and quick-swappable power packs

•
•
•
•
•
•

Wet operational abilities in up to one meter submersion
Switchable headlight for night-time stealth
Integrated wiring to accommodate quick installation of front and
rear infrared systems
Safety override and reserve power capabilities to extend range
during extreme situations
Aggressive foot pegs and hand guards for optimal control
Tie down eyelets with integrated tow cable and rear seat strap

The 2013 MMX Military Motorcycles are built off the 2013 MX
platform, which is incredibly tough and lightweight, and uses a finely
tuned and fully adjustable suspension system to absorb aggressive
terrain. Combined with state of the art Z-Force™ technology and an
ultra-light frame design, the Zero MMX is agile and fast where it counts.
The 2013 Zero MMX features the all new Z-Force™ motor. With 54 hp
and 68 ft-lbs of torque, the Zero MMX accelerates hard, with incredibly
smooth throttle control, to allow riders to tackle bigger obstacles and
corner faster. When rolling off the throttle, riders can take advantage of
regenerative braking to both modulate speed and extend ride times. The
performance characteristics of the Zero MMX are also adjustable via
Bluetooth and a compatible smart phone mobile device when using the
Zero Motorcycles mobile app.
The 2013 Zero MMX integrates the world’s first truly modular power
pack system and is available in two configurations: ZF2.8 (one module)
and ZF5.7 (two modules). The lockable modules can be individually
added or removed, regardless of state of charge, in less than a minute.
Charge times can be cut down to around an hour using a scalable quickcharge accessory system or with the CHAdeMO accessory (CHAdeMO
charging requires a supporting charge station). Owing a Zero has never
been easier as the sealed Z-Force™ motor virtually eliminates all routine
powertrain maintenance and drives the rear wheel by way of a beefier
520 chain.
CHAdeMO Charging Standard
The CHAdeMO fast charging standard is the most widely adopted DC
Fast Charging standard and has over 2000 installed stations worldwide,
with an additional 1000 in Europe expected before the end of 2013.
According to Nissan estimates, 2000 fast chargers will be installed in the
United States by the end of 2014, with at least 400 in California alone,
supported by government electric vehicle infrastructure spending. Based
on Pikes Research estimates, 115,000 of these chargers will be installed
by 2017.

Ride to the RA
by Minna Case
I just returned from the RA Rally at the Biltmore in North Carolina. Five
days with over 2,200 miles of fantastic riding, more turns, twists, hills
and descents than I can count and a whole lot of fun. Did I mention great
weather and good friends too?
Left Vermont early afternoon Wednesday and headed to south Jersey for
the night to pick up my friend and riding partner Nancy. I try to avoid
highways as much as I can so the Taconic, Bear Mountain, Palisades and
then some smaller roads were enjoyed in comfortable riding temperature
and sunshine. And I got to see a part of Jersey I have not been to before.
The following morning we set out to make the first part of the trip as
painless as possible – having to go by Baltimore in morning traffic so we
could get off the highway as fast as possible. I’m just going to say that it
was not as bad as it could have been, the traffic I mean. After a stop at a
diner for a heaping breakfast we steered towards the Shenandoah
National Park to ride the Skyline Drive. Made good time and entered the
park. Started the climb with sunshine, caught up with the clouds, rode
through some fog and came out to sunshine. 105 miles of nice roads,
beautiful scenery and hardly any traffic at all. There were moments when
the posted speed limit did not register with me… There was a beautifully
restored old Ford pick up truck from 1920 at the Skyland restaurant. We
met some nice people at the look outs. We opted to ride other roads
instead of the Blue Ridge Parkway in order to make up some time and
had a good rest of the ride to the hotel where we stopped for the night.
Dinner and an adult beverage was enjoyed before we hit the pillow.
The following morning we headed towards Asheville and chose
secondary roads over the highway. Besides one wrong turn which cost us
30 minutes in stop and go traffic – yuck - we had a great ride and arrived
at Eurosport for rally registration in the early afternoon. Once we were
official we set off to the Biltmore Estate to set up tents, take a shower
and a cold drink on rally grounds. We met people we knew and made
some new acquaintances as well. Both of us had separate dinner plans
for Friday night and enjoyed the evening with friends.
I decided to head over the Deals Gap for Saturday and Nancy opted to
stay at the Biltmore to tour the house, gardens and grounds. I met up with
a fellow YB member – David Gamari – and we headed out. Took the

highway for a while to make up time and then turned off to enjoy some
nice swooping roads through western North Carolina. Picked up route 28
- the Moonshiner (route 28). Once one of the major runs for moonshiners
with revenuers hot on their bumper, the road boasts some great twisties,
wide sweepers and unsurpassed scenery. Mountain vistas, waterfalls and
secluded lakes appear around nearly every corner. With the occasional
minivan in front of us and a few not so good riders of another brand of
motorcycle we enjoyed a great ride and arrived at a crowded and bustling
Deals Gap Resort. Welcome to polished chrome city! And lots of
sneakers and tank tops… It was barely noon and the bar was already
hopping. I guess some people come for other reasons than to tame the
Dragon?
After a quick stop and some serious “people watching” we headed out on
route 129 – the Tail of the Dragon (318 curves in 11 miles for those who
don’t know). We had the unfortunate misfortune of being stuck behind a
couple of riders who did not know how to take a curve and I’m not
taking about racing style, just simply riding in to a curve. We stopped at
the side of the road with the hopes of giving them enough time to get
ahead of us. A few short curves later we had caught up to them and
decided to pass. Good thing the law enforcement was nowhere to be
seen! The rest of the road was not as crowded and we enjoyed the road.
Just as people had pointed out, the moment you come out on the long
stretch of straight, there were the cops. Thankfully we did the speed limit
at that very moment….
We stopped at the side of Chilowee Lake for a break and exchanged
some thoughts about the road and riders. After a quick consideration we
decided to ride the tail back to Deals Gap. This time around we lucked
out and had no traffic in front of us until just about the overlook which is
one of the few areas you can actually stop at. A church youth group was
handing out free, cold water. Bless their hearts! We chatted with some
other riders and exchanged war stories before heading out on the road
again. The rest of the Tail of the Dragon was fast and fun and there may
have been a few wohoos and hee-haws escaping from my mouth. We
continued past Deals Gap on 129 and rode some nice country roads back
to the highway. At this point we were pretty much high tailing it back to
the Biltmore to make it in time for the closing ceremony of the RA Rally.
After some frustration and irritation with the people directing traffic to
get to the great lawn we arrived a few minutes after the ceremony started.
It was pretty cool to see all the bikes parked around the lawn in front of
the Biltmore. Since I forgot my ticket for the prize drawings I wandered
off to take photos instead. The evening ended with dinner on rally

grounds, music and dancing with Caroline Rex, a great local Asheville
band. There may have been a few cold one’s consumed too.
Sunday morning it was time to pack up and head out. Nancy and I were
parting ways as I wanted to ride some of the Blue Ridge Parkway and
she was going to see family in West Virginia. I rode part of the Blue
Ridge with David Gamari and we bid farewell in Little Switzerland. I
plotted out my ride back to Vermont. When I got off the ridge and down
the mountains the heat was sweltering and the humidity was kicking my
tail but I kept hydrating and motored on. Picked some smaller secondary
roads to stay off the highways and enjoyed the scenery. Barely any traffic
to speak of. The sunset was spectacular somewhere in Virginia. Slept for
two hours on a bench at a rest area in Maryland. That was a first! Greeted
the sunrise in Pennsylvania. Swore at traffic in New Jersey and got off
the highway to enjoy smaller roads and less traffic. Opted for the New
York Thruway to make up time. At this point I was getting pretty ripe
and ready to be home. Arrived at my house 23 hours and 54 minutes and
1,006 miles after leaving the Biltmore in Asheville and with the
exception of a few miles I must say I enjoyed the entire ride. I realized I
had just technically completed another Saddle Sore (my second one in
less than a month!).

Lime Rockz Rally
“A Rally On A Racecourse”
August 16 - 18
Lime Rock Park
Lakeville, CT 06039
Do you like excitement? Would you like to camp (or stay at a
nearby motel) under a canopy of trees overlooking one of the most
beautiful race courses in the East - then arise to Skip Barber Race
Series on track racing? Later, join an escorted ride on the
racecourse and experience the corners where Paul Newman raced
and a “meet and greet” with various racers and track officials.
Do you like to explore? Beautiful ribbons of asphalt abound in
North Western Connecticut and across the border into New York
state and the start of the Catskills. Great dining, lots to see and visit
like the famous Toymakers restaurant in Falls Village, CT, or the
new Motorcyclepedia museum in Newburgh, NY.

Onsite you will have access to most of the course, the concession
and refreshment stand, the paddocks and hot showers and close-by
restrooms. Saturday night we will provide a grill if you wish to
cook your own meal, there are great local restaurants from plush to
simple and we will have coffee in the morning!
Register by PayPal or mail:
Yankee Beemers, Inc.
Lime Rockz Rally
PO Box 2151, Fitchburg, MA 01420
$40 USD in advance, $50 at gate.
Contacts: Jack Phelps (jphelpsant@yahoo.com)
860-435-0673 John Shields (jjshields01@cox.net)
860-646-5177
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HEATH FAIRGROUNDS
RTE 2

HEATH FAIRGROUNDS
Rte 2 West in Charlemont, MA to Rte 8a N
8 miles north to Branch Hill Road on your right.
2 miles up on your left.
PRE-REGISTER by JULY 14, 2013 $40 p.p
GATE FEE: $55p.p. Children under 13yrs. $15

GATES OPEN
THURSDAY, 2:00PM
AUGUST 1ST
(NO EARLY
ARRIVALS)

 Thursday, Friday & Saturday
night camping
 Saturday BBQ Chicken Dinner
 Saturday Field Events
 Saturday guided rides, Paved or Dirt
 Saturday Night Live Entertainment
 Saturday Night Awards Ceremony
 Church Ladies Home Made Pie

All Riders and their Guests WELCOME!
NO Loud Pipes
NO DAY PASSES — NO PETS
Contact: Dana Lewis 508 892-9910

ybnews@verizon.net

or Bob Blethem 508-400-9283 tnkdriver@gmail.com
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BMWMOA  #153              BMWRA  #71                AMA#6905  
  

Ride  To  Eat  -  Eat  To  Ride  
YB  Normal?  
  
Membership  Form  

The  Yankee  Beemers  have  been  a  driving  force  in  the  New  England  BMW  
motorcycle  scene  since  1984.  We  are  an  enthusiastic  group  of  BMW  motorcycle  
owners,  riders  and  restorers  comprising  of  members  from  New  England  to  
California.  Our  goal  is  to  promote  camaraderie  among  our  members  through  
year-round  monthly  breakfast  meetings  as  well  as  through  our  monthly  
newsletter,The  Boxer  Shorts,  and  with  many  seasonal  campouts  and  rides.  
Non-BMW  riders  are  also  welcome!.  
  

Name:  
Phone:  
Address:  
Cell:  
  
Email:  
City:  
Bikes  owned:  
State:  
Zip:  
  
  
  
MOA#:                                
    
RA  #:  
  
AMA#:  
Application  type:                New    ☐                                                  Renewal  ☐                                  
YB  #:  
Member  type:      Regular   ($30)  ☐        Non-‐BMW  Owner   ($30)   ☐      Associate  
(+$5)  ☐  
Additional  Regular  Member:
Associate  name:                                                                                                  
(Associate  has  no  voting  rights)  
Fee  Schedule:  

A  single  BMW  owner  in  a  household  Ȃ  Regular  membership  -‐  cost  $30  
Two  BMW  owners  in  a  household  -‐  Both  are  Regular  members  -‐  cost  $35  
One  non-‐BMW  owner  in  a  household  -‐  Associate  membership  -‐  cost  $30  
Two  non-‐  BMW  owners  in  a  household  -‐  Both  are  Associate  members-‐  cost  $35  
Membership  Expires  12/31  ,  You  may  also  renew  online  using  PayPal  at  
www.yankeebeeers.org.  Check  out  our  forum!  

Please  mail  this  form  with  a  check  payable  to:    
Yankee  Beemers,  Inc.  
P.O  Box  215  1
Fitchburg,  MA  01420  
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